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We construct a theory of a resonance interaction between excitons and optical phonons in a strong magnetic field for the case 
when the cyclotron frequencies are appreciably higher than the Coulomb energy I. The electron-phonon coupling constant a 
is assumed to be small and we consider changes in the spectrum which occur close to a resonance between the electron cyclotron 
frequency w, and the phonon frequency W 0 • Such an interaction has already been considered by several authors and the special 
feature of the present paper consists in a study of the influence of the Coulomb interaction on the magneto-phonon resonance. 
We apply the general formalism developed here to the single-particle branch of the spectrum; this corresponds for w, < W 0 to 
an exciton formed near the electron magnetic band with n= I. Near w,=w0 there is always a limit point T due to the Coulomb 
interaction. Near T the single-particle branch corresponds to a three-particle complex: an electron (in the n=O band) + a 
hole + a phonon, which at the point T decays into an exciton and a phonon. The pinning pattern which arises was studied 
in detail in two limiting cases depending on the ratio of I and the electron-phonon interaction. We show that the Coulomb 
interaction significantly changes the pinning pattern even when it is small. We consider the absorption connected with the 
presence of (equilibrium or non-equilibrium) lattice phonons and accompanied by the formation of exciton-phonon complexes; 
we show that its intensity should be large. 

INTRODUCTION 

RECENTLY data have been published about the exis
tence of different quasi-particle complexes in crystals. 
Mter some of the bands in the spectra of molecular 
crystals[ll and of semiconductors[al had been interpreted 
in terms of exciton-phonon complexes (ExPC) a number 
of papers dealt with this problem. 

At the same time the magneto-optic anomaly in inter
band absorption[Sl was interpreted as the rearrangement 
of the electron energy spectrum when there is a reso
nance coupling with optical phonons; a more rigorous 
theory was developed in [4 • 5l. It was noted in [&l that this 
rearrangement was connected with the formation of elec
tron-phonon complexes (ElPC). The ElPC spectrum has 
been obtained for the case of adiabatic coupling[&] and 
for the case of weak coupling in a magnetic field. [7 l 

In what follows we construct a theory of exciton spec
tra under conditions of magneto-phonon resonance (MPR) 
for the case when the electron cyclotron frequency we is 
close to the phonon frequency w0 • We emphasize that it 
is necessary to take the Coulomb interaction consistently 
into account when describing any structural interband 
absorption. The magnetic field H, first of all, allows us 
to establish the resonance conditions under which the 
exciton-phonon interaction is sharply enhanced and, 
secondly, generates a large parameter, the ratio of we 
to the Coulomb binding energy I of the exciton. Because 
of that it is possible to construct an analytical theory. 

We develop a general formalism (Sees. 1 and 2) and 
give a classification of diagrams, showing that (i) the 
problem can be reduced to the solution of an effective 
Schrodinger equation (Sec. 3) and (ii) one can restrict 
oneself to single-phonon diagrams with all possible 
Coulomb insertions. There is an important difference 
between the conditions for the formation of ElPC and 
of ExPC. This is connected with the fact that a diamag
netic exciton in contrast to a Landau electron has a fi
nite transverse mass. This weakens the resonance sin-
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gularity and leads to the consequence that ExPC can 
exist only for a narrow range of H. The final formulae 
are obtained in two limiting cases corresponding to dif
ferent values of the ratio of I and the energy of the res
onance electron-phonon interaction (Sees. 5 and 6). We 
consider the optical absorption corresponding to the for
mation of ExPC when thermal or non-equilibrium pho
nons are involved (Sec. 7). 

1. GENERAL FORMULA FOR ABSORPTION 

The conductivity tensor agv(K, n) can in a standard 
way be expressed in terms of current correlators. We 
restrict ourselves to simple electron and hold bands 
with masses me and mh. The current operator can be 
expressed in terms of its interband matrix element icv= 

f.(K) = L, (a I e-'"' I a') {i."' a,.+ a, •. +;." a,.+ a, •. }. (1) 
a.,a.r 

We choose as base of the smoothed functions 1/! a the 
Landau functions in the gauge A(r) = 'i'a(H • r)[&l 

e'•' 1 {iy(x+2kA')} 1 (x+2J...'k) 
'IJ.(r)=--=---=-exp ----- -ljl. , 

yL, yL, 2J...' J... J... 
a =(n,k,p), (2) 

where 1/!n(x) are oscillator functions and X a magnetic 
length. They are also eigenfunctions of the operator x0 

= x - X 2~'y. the x-component of the center of the elec
tron orbit;~= p +eA. We change to the electron and 
hole functions and operators representation: 

• • 
"''nAp = 'i'n,-l,-p, 

(3) 
a(nkp) =a •.••• , b(nkp)=a,:.-•.-•· 

We also use the identity for the transverse parts of the 
functions (3) which is an expansion in terms of states 
with a well-determined momentum K1: 

,,e ( ) ,,h ( ) _ ;., y2n ~e-i>.•k,Kxe' [K .l +eA (r)] R.l<DK .l ( ) 
'fn1k1 rt.l "t'n:kz rs.L - L L n 1n 2 r .1 , (4) 

:x y Kx 
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where r and R are the relative coordinate and the center 
of mass coordinate, 

<DK .l ( ) 1 J ( r .l - rK .l ) ( . m. - mh K ) ( 
n,n, r.t = T m.n. 'A. exp -' m, + mh .Lr.L , 5) 

J ('" )=im(-l)<lmf-m)/2 e'': e-l;'\_fo(~.L'\}fm[/2Lfmf(l£), f npl • 
m.n. •.L . V2:rt 2 "• 2 V (n.+[m/)! 

Here m = n 1 - n2, np = (n 1 + n2 - I n 1 - n21 )/2, rK1 

= X.~ x K/H, LAm I is a Laguerre polynomial. 
p 

If we use the conservation of momentum, we can 
write the two-particle Green function in the "momen
tum'' representation, 

(6) 

= ~ dr121•2·1jJ.:• (1) ljJ.:h (2) G (12[1'2') ljJ • .-• (1')\jl~,-(2') (7) 

in the form 

G(aJl!Jt, UzUhj a/m/, az'wz') = (kzp2w2/ Gn~~~·! (KyK:Q) I k/p./w 2') • 

·ll(w, + '"'- w/ ·- w,')i\(k, + k,- k,'- k,')t1(p 1 + p 2 - p,'- pz'), 

K, = k, + k,, K. = p, + p,, Q = w, + w,. (8) 

We classify the exciton states in a magnetic field ac
cording to their total momentum K. It is therefore con
venient to change from G to the functions ~ using the 
transformation: 

and to introduce the function 

I .,., I '> J aw, dw/ I"".,., I , '> (p, .cF,,,,,,(KQ) Pz = --(p,w, .Yn,on,,(KQ) Pz Wz • 
2:rt 2Jt 

In this notation a J-Lll has the form 

":•, (K Q) = - V1Q i"'rci"" ~ [ Y LxLu<D~,k. (0) I 
Tl1nzn 1'nz' 

PlP/ 

(9) 

(10} 

· ( p,[ .r~;::,·! (K Q) I pz') [ V LxLu <D!>\.,. (0) ]'. (11) 

2. PROPERTIES OF THE TWO-PARTICLE GREEN 
FUNCTION. DIAGRAM TECHNIQUE 

We consider in some detail the properties of G. If 
we use, as we did above, as the basis the general eigen
functions of x0 and ~~ which are independent of the gauge 
of the vector potential A, then it is clear that G in the 
"momentum" representation is a gauge invariant. 0 In
deed, the phase factors arising under a gauge transfor
mation in the products of field operators in G (1211 '2') 
and in the functions 1/Ja in (7) are each other's complex 
conjugate and therefore cancel one another. 

We show that G depends only on the difference k2 
- k~. To do this we perform the gauge transformation 
A - A + Vf, 1/J -1/J exp (- ief) with the function 

/= 1/,[HB]r, B_L.H, (12)* 

I)This property is, of course, not connected with the actual choice of 
operators in terms of which the eigenfunctions are classified. 

*[HB] =H X B. 

so that 

G(12l1'2')-+ G(12j 1'2')exp{-ief(r1 - r,) + ief(r.'- r,')}. 

Noting that the transformation (12) is equivalent to the 
shift r- r +Band changing from the coordinates r 10 r 2 
toR, r, we get 

G (R + B, riR' + B, r') = G(R, riR', r')exp[ieBA (r- r') ]. (13) 

As (13} determines the way G transforms under trans
lations, we have 

R+R' ] G(R,riR',r')=G(R-R'; r,r')exp [ie 2 A(r-r') . (14) 

We use (4), (5), and (14} to transform (7) and change 
from R, R' to m = (R + R')/2 and r = R - R'. If we also 
split off the factor depending on m we verify easily that 
in it all terms containing the vector potential are can
celled. The subsequent integration over !R therefore 
produces a factor D. (K- K') guaranteeing momentum 
conservation. As a result (7) is reduced to the form 

where YKK' depends on all arguments bar k2 and k~. 
Hence it follows that (k21J 2w21 Gn;n~ (KyKzn I k~;w;) in 

nln2 
(8) depends on k2 and k~ only through the difference k2 
- k~. For the case when there are no phonons this was 
noted in [loJ. 

We emphasize that this property of the y-components 
of the momenta is a consequence of the conservation of 
the x-component of the total momentum. This is natural 
as k2 , apart from a coefficient is an eigenvalue of x0 • 

As G depends only on k2 - k~ it follows that the trans
formation (9) is reciprocally unique. It allows us to get 
rid of the quantum number k2 which is connected with 
the actual choice of wavefunctions when there is degen
eracy and to change to the total exciton momentum rep
resentation. 

We shall everywhere assume that the interaction be
tween the carriers and the dispersionless polarization 
phonons is weak and in the perturbation theory series 
for the Green function we shall retain only resonance 
terms which are large when We is close to w0• Assum
ing that there is no resonance between w0 and the hole 
cyclotron frequency we shall neglect the hole-phonon 
interaction. 

The usual diagram technique is valid for G. It is, 
however, more convenient to consider diagrams for 3' 
the more so as the conductivity can, according to (10} 
and (11 ), be expressed directly in terms of it. 

Electron, hole, and phonon lines correspond to the 
usual Green functions G~(n1p 1w 1), Gh(n;JJ 2w2), and iD (q, w). 
The renormalized electron function Ge, as well as Gt 
is diagonal in n1 and independent of k2 • ruJ The vertex 
of Fig. 1a corresponds to 

( 4:rtawo' ) '1• ·.-
y.,,,(q) = . Y2:rdmn ('A.ql.), 

q'Vy2mewo 0 

and the vertex of Fig. 1b to y~ n (q). Here a is the 
electron-phonon coupling consfaAt and the numbers 

(15) 

m, np are connected with n 10 n2 through Eq. (6). When 
changing from G to 3' there appear extra phase factors 
in the vertices. Since, however, these factors arising 
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FIG. I 

from the ends of each phonon line cancel one another in 
pairs, we drop them. The Coulomb line (Fig. 1c) corre
sponds to 

iu nK,n, , ,(p, - p;) = -L 1 (' dz exp {i (p2 - p;);} 
j_n1n2 z ~ 

X< <D~,;\-,(r.L)I Boo Vz:2+ r.L'I(D~,.'n,-(r.L)). (16) 

It is clear from (16) that the contribution from the 
Coulomb line depends on the total incoming momentum 
K1 . There is a summation over all internal momenta 
and an integration over frequencies with weight dw/27T. 

3. BETHE-SALPETER EQUATION 

The Bethe-Salpeter equation for ~ is given in Fig. 2b 
while the connection between ~ and the complete vertex 
:Jt is determined by Fig. 2a. Subsequent terms in the 
perturbation-theory series for the irreducible vertex 
fT are given in Fig. 3. By analogy with (9) fr is consid
ered as function of n and the hole frequencies. 

Consideration of the perturbation theory series shows 
that the vertices ( w; lET I w;) and ( w; I .Ytl w;) have no 
singularities in the lower half-plane, neither in w; nor 
in w~'; the condition for this is the absence of hole
phonon interactions. 

In the last term of the equation of Fig. 2b the only 
factor which has a singularity in w~' in the lower half
plane is thus Gft(n;p;w;). The integration over w; is 
thus performed by closing the contour in the lower half
plane and evaluating the residue at the pole of ~. As a 
result we get the values of fT and .Jt at the point w; 
= fh(n;p; ). 

Starting from the equation of Fig. 2a we can verify 
that g- can also be expressed in terms of the value of 
;;ton the mass surface. This enables us by integrating 
the equation of Fig. 2b over the external hole frequen
cies to change it into an equation for ::r: 

(p2 I:'Tn~·.:;(KQ) IPz'l) =- iB"~:,(K,p,Q) {C. (p,- p/)!l(n,- n/) 

X !l(n,-n,')+ L, (p,e"(n,p,) IET:,~~~.,(KQ) lp,''e"(n,''p,'')> 

'I "'""•" K ) I '> } X (p,' :'T ., •• , ( Q Pz , 

where 

Bn,n, (K,p2Q) = G,-1 (n1 , K,- p 2 , Q- w,) lw,~'h (n,p.J = B~,n, (K,p,Q) 
.,-l:, (n, K,- p 2 , Q- eh (n2p2)), 

B?,,n, (K,p2Q) = Q- e, (n1 , K,- p 2)- Bh (n2p2)- Bg. 

(17) 

e,(np) = w,(n + 1/ 2 ) + p' I 2m., ~"(np) = wh(n + 1/z) + p' I 2m", 

(18) 

~e is the electron self-energy part and Eg the width of 
the forbidden band. 

+~=_+~+R~; 
--U--- ~ ~~ 

b 2 i: 2 

FIG. 2 

FIG. 3 

We have thus been able to change from the usual 
Bethe-Salpeter equation for ~ containing three frequen
cies (n, w2, and w;) to an equation for f:T depending on 
Q only. 

For small a we can limit ourselves to the terms &T0 

and .cr1 in the series for ;r (Fig. 3) and to the single
phonon contribution to ~e· The Coulomb binding energy 
I in the exciton we shall everywhere in what follows as
sume to be small compared to Wei when I<< We the Cou
lomb interaction weakly destroys the MPR. We put n1 

= n2 = 1 in the external lines, which corresponds to the 
lowest allowed transition for which MPR occurs. We 
put n1 = 0 in the internal electron lines in T 11 i.e., we 
retain only terms with small resonance denominators. 

The thick line corresponding to an unretarded Cou
lomb interaction is independent of the hole frequencies 
w2 and w~. It is connected with the Coulomb Green func
tion ~ c through the equation of Fig. 4. 

In it we change from S'c to ::rc by analogy to (10) 
and we introduce the function 

(19) 

we define g- similarly. This transformation corresponds 
to a transition to the exciton center of mass system. 

FIG. 4 
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The function rrc is the usual exciton Green function 
in a strong magnetic field (when one can neglect the 
Coulomb mixing of the different Landau zones): 

(20) 

The frequency 0 is reckoned from Eg + Wo + %We 
+ % wh. The Hamiltonian of the longitudinal internal 
motion is 

(21) 

where the operator U is determined by Eq. (16) (with 
n1 = n~, n2 = n~) and ll and M are the reduced and total 
masses. 

We find the thick Coulomb line from the equation of 
Fig. 4 and substitute it into the vertex :T1 in (17). In the 
z-representation we then get, using (20), 

[Q- x- H ... "(z) ]iT(zz')- J .K(KQ; z,z")fr(z"z')dz" = 6(z -z'),(22) 

(23) 

w.(z) = ly .. (q)lexp(-icq,z), c=m./M, x=w,-w,. 

Introducing the eigenfunctions of the operator (21) 

H'Jkx.!.L(z} = E~(K) x.!.L(z) 

we can write Jt down explicitly: 

.M (KQ; z, z') = ~ I r10 (q) 1• 
m~ 

exp (- icqzz) x.!.L -q.L (z) x.'!.L-q.L (z') exp (icq,z') 
X . 

Q - J?:.~ (K - q) + ill 

(24) 

(25) 

In [l2J a set of equations equivalent to (22) was ob
tained. We can write Eq. (22) symbolically in the form 

[Q- X- L(K.Q)j~(K.Q) = 1. (26) 

Its solution can be written in the form [131 

g-(KQ) = E I'I',(KQ))(W,(KQ) I/(Q- X- W,(KQ)+ ill), (27) 

where I 'IJ!s(KO)) and Ws(KO) satisfy the equation 

L(KQ) 1'1' (KQ)) = W,(KQ) I'I'.(KQ)). (28) 

The energy spectrum of the system is determined by 
the poles of J, i.e., by the equation 

.W(K, x) = W,(K, .W{K, x)) +x. 

4. GENERAL FORM OF THE SPECTRUM. LIMIT 
POINT 

(29) 

We discuss the general structure of the energy spec
trum for K = 0. If we neglect the Coulomb interaction 
the energy spectrum is determined by the spectrum of 
the electron which interacts resonantly with the phonons. 
It is shown in Fig. 5 by curve 3. [3' 41 Curve 3 describes 
in its right-hand part ElPC. [OJ Curves 1 and 2 corre
spond to an electron with n1 = 1 and n1 = 0 for a = 0. 

If we neglect the electron-phonon coupling but take 
the Coulomb attraction into account two sets of Coulomb 
levels appear which are connected with the electron 
bands n1 = 1 and n 1 = 0 and the hole band n2 = 1. The 
lowest Coulomb levels 1' and 2' (Fig. 5) are shifted with 

FIG. 5 

respect to 1 and 2 by the binding energy of the corre
sponding excitons (I11 and I01). 

When both interactions are taken into account the 
lowest state corresponds to a single-particle branch of 
the spectrum shown by curve 3'. Its right-hand part 
corresponds to a complex containing an electron (in the 
band n1 = 0), a hole, and a phonon. 

It is clear from (25) that the limit point T of the 
single-particle spectrum is the threshold for the decay 
of the complex into an exciton and a phonon. The line 2' 
limits from below the region of the two-particle exciton 
+phonon excitations. 

There is a qualitative difference between the ExPC 
and ElPC spectra: the first one has a limit point, but 
the second does not have one. This is a consequence of 
the fact that an exciton has a transverse mass u41 while 
the energy of a Landau electron is independent of the 
transverse momentum. As a result the self-energy part 
diverges [4 • 71 in the second case when we approach the 
straight line 2. In contrast, in the first case .!It (see 
(25)) remains finite, even though it has a singularity on 
the line 2'. 

We establish the behavior of the single-particle ex
citation <W(K) = o(O, K) close to T. It is determined by 
(28) while aw ;an = (a:f.;an) = ( 'O.It/'00 ). As y10 - con
stant as q - 0, the decisive contribution to oJl/'00 near 
2' (i.e., for small I + 0) is according to (25) given by the 
integration over small q in the term with the smallest 
value of m and then oJt/'00 Rj I I + n r112• Hence W(O) 
Rj a + b I I+ n 1112 and from (29) 

.W{x) +I- (x- x•)'. 

Let us compare the different quantities with the di
mensions of an energy which occur in the theory. We 
always assume that w 0 is much larger than all inter
action energies. I is a characteristic energy for the 
electron-hole interaction. The magnitude of the electron
phonon interaction at the resonance point K = 0 is 
(a/2)2/3 w0.U•41 Yet another energy a 2w0 occurs when 
we take into account the contribution from two-phonon 
diagrams of the kind £r2• On the whole of the single
particle branch £r2 « £r1 provided (a2w0 /I) 1/ 2 « 1; we 
shall assume that that inequality is satisfied. It means 
that the range of energies ~ a2w0 where the complex 
spectrum of the ElPC is formed [71 is small compared 
to I. 

The competing energies are thus (a/2)213 w0 and I. 
We shall in what follows call the cases ( a/2 )213 w0 « I 
and (a/2)213 w0 »I the cases of strong and weak Cou
lomb interaction. 
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The exciton spectrum for I << we RO w0 was studied 
in t 14•15• 161 . In the logarithmic approximation L 
= ln (a/2A)2 » 1, the binding energy I RO Ry L2 and the 
longitudinal size of the exciton a RO a0 /L. Here Ry 
= (2fla~f1 and a 0 is the exciton Bohr radius for H = 0. 
In the more exact theory I depends on the numbers n1 
and n2 of the magnetic bands. However, for the two 
bands n1 = 1, n2 = 1, and n1 = 0, n2 = 1 one can show that 
up to terms ~ (Aja0 ) 2 Ry we have 111 = 110 = I = Ry /m~. 
Here m 0 is the root of the equation 

1 1 (a')' -+In-,- 2[\jl(1)-\jl(1- mo)] =In -,- - 2y + 2au, 
m, m, 2ic 

a .. = a .. = '/,(In2 -1 +v). (30) 

Therefore the intersection of the lines 1' and 2' in Fig. 5 
starts at practically the same value of K as the intersec
tion of 1 and 2. 

5. CASE OF STRONG COULOMB INTERACTION 

The transitions to the exciton ground state dominate 
in the exciton spectra in a strong magnetic field. t 151 We 
therefore consider the part of the exciton-phonon spec
trum corresponding to it. We retain in (25) in the sum 
over m only the resonance term with lowest m = m 0 • 

Using the exciton dispersion relation t141 and (15) we can 
show that the actual integration in (25) covers q 1 ~A -1 

andq2~L112a~1 • Since the functions x~-i;-q 1 for IKl-qll 

~A -1 are concentrated in the region ~ a 0 /L, we can put 
exp (icqzz) RO 1 for L » 1. With the same accuracy, 

x~rql RO X~ . After integrating over q in (25), Eq. (28) 
0 0 

reduces to the form 

~ lv"(q)l' 
HK11 (z)'l'(KQ;z)+ l...J. ~~-Em,01 (K-q) Xm."(z) 

· fxm,"(z')'l'(KQ;z')dz' = W(KQ)'l'(KQ;z). (31) 

In the same approximation its solution is 

'¥(KQ·z)~"' '(z) W(KQ)=E "(K)+~ lv"(q)l' 
' ,.._m, ' mo ~Q- Em,O!(K- q) (32) 

The spectrum of the single-particle excitations S 11(K, K) 
is determined by (32) and (29). We introduce the binding 
energy of the complex E (K, K) = I I + <t 11 (K, K) 1. When 
we put E(K) = E(O, K) = 0 for K = 0, we find the limit point 
of the spectrum: 

ba' a ( a,)' ( m,' ):';, 
x• = M.J..ic' , where u• = 2£"1' T m,M' , 

00 :t 1j 

b = f e-• (f e-'InTdt)- 'dx ~ 1.80, (33) 
0 0 

M1 = f1. 0 L-1(a0 /A)2 is the transverse mass of the exciton. 
The quantity a* is the effective coupling constant. One 
can see from (33) that a* » a. 

Close to the resonance point E(O) RO a*b/M1A2 and 
close to T when I E(K) I « a*2/M 1 A 2 

( x-x• )' 
e(x)=M.J..ic' ~ (34) 

From (32) and (29) we find for the effective mass of 
the Ex PC near K*: 

(35) 

The one-particle branch describes for K < 0 a per
turbed exciton with n1 = n2 = 1. Near K* the contribution 
from the states with n1 = 0 increases and the state aris
ing is an ExPC with binding energy (34). Since the pho
non is then nearly real, it is natural that Meff increases 
without bound as K- K*. 

The absorption spectrum (when K = 0) is according 
to (11 ), (19), and (27) 

ff(Q) ~ I<Du'(O)'l'(Q, z = O) I' 
X Im[Q-x-W(Q)]-'. (36) 

Near K* absorption in the single-particle band 

3(Q)~[1+ 2u'' )-'o(Q-g,.(x)) (37) 
M1.ic'lx- x•l 

decreases as K - K*. In the two-particle region (n + I 
> O) the imaginary part of the sum over q in (32) is non
vanishing and the absorption is continuous. Its spectral 
distribution is for (Q + I) M 1 A 2 « 1: 

1 2u'1' (Q + I)M.J..ic' 
ff(Q)~ n MJ.ic'[Q+I-x+x•]'+(2u')'(Q+I) (38 ) 

It is given by the curves 4 in Fig. 6. The absorption 
curves are steeply asymmetric; the decrease from the 
maximum by a factor two at the short-wavelength side 
is about 15 times slower than at the long-wavelength 
side. The distance of the maximum from the threshold 
is determined by (34) for both signs of K - K*: the half
width is also approximately symmetric with respect to 
K*. The steep long-wavelength edge of the two-particle 
band and the weak dependence of the position of the max
imum on K near K* must, apparently, lead to a pinning 
pattern. 

The criterion for the applicability of perturbation 
theory is E(O) « I which is equivalent to a* « L. How
ever, even for small a* the relative contribution of 
terms with m > m 0 in (25) is of order L-112 since the 
region over which one actually integrates over q1 ~A -1 
is independent of a*. 

6. CASE OF WEAK COULOMB INTERACTION 

We expand (Q- HK-qf1 in (23) in powers of Ul{1 _q1 

restricting ourselves to the first two terms: 

FIG. 6 
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where 

Jt = ~ +r = .E lw.l'<ziN(K,Qq,) lz') 

+ .E lw.l'<ziN(K,Qq,)u:·J.-•J.'V(K, ~2 q,) lz'), 

N(K.Q )= (Q- (p+cq,)' 
. q, 21' 

(K,- q,)') _, 
2M 

(39) 

(40) 

This approximation corresponds to retaining in fT1 only 
the first diagram. We put K = 0. Integration in 2:: gives 

,, " (Q)m(Q , alilo I Cilo I''• ~=.:.., "" ,z-z), ~.(Q)=-T Q , 

C!I(Q,z-z')= ~\2m.QI''•K,(I2m.Q!'"Iz-z'IJ, (41) 

where K0 is a Macdonald functioncsJ and C!l is normal
ized to unity. For large n we have & - li(z - z') so 
that when there is no Coulomb interaction 2:: gives a 
contribution r.e to the energy in accordance with C41 • 

If in the logarithmic approximation we neglect the 
dependence of UK01 q on the lower index we have l- l , 

Y(Q; z, z') =P',(Q)OU(Q; z, z'), 

:r,(Q) = -ol:,/ oQ= 1/4alroo I Ql'\ 

1 .-+~ +~ dt 
OU(Q; z, z,) =·~I Q \l'llm• J dW."'(t) J-exp(-11 ch t- i~ sh t), 

n -oo -~cht (42) 

where 

s = \2Qfwl. I m.!"' (z- z'), 1J = 12111JI"' (Is- zl +Is- z'l ). (43) 

It is clear from (42) that owing to the interaction with 
the phonons there arises instead of the local potential 
U~1 an effective non-local potential :u(n; z, z'). Accord
ing to (42) and (43) the region of the "smearing out" of 
the non-local potential, i.e., the region of values of 
lz- z'l in which 6U is large, is of order I2JJ.OI-1/2. 2> 

The potential u has an important property: if we sub
stitute in (42) instead of ifo1 any integrable potential U, 
we have 

+oo +ao 

IIOU(Q;z,z')dzdz' = L U(1;)d1;. (44) 

The SchrOdinger equation is obtained by substituting (41) 
and (42) into (28). We shall first of all solve it in the 
shallow well approximation which is valid in the prob
lem with a Coulomb potential in the logarithmic approx
imation. The change to a non-local potential changes the 
situation. In the region I z I, I z'l ~ I2JJ.nr112 the potential 
'll changes slowly and is large: u(z, z') R< "lt(O, 0) 
= -(e2/E 00)21SJI ;IJJ.mh)L2(0), L2(S1) = ln lwo/s-21 » 1. 
For large I z I and I z' I it is close to -li(z - z') e2/ e: 00 l z 1. 
The shallow well approximation is valid if the extension 
of the wave function a » I2JJ.S'2I-112. The energy is then 
determined by integrating 2::(z - z') and :r(z, z') over the 
region I z I, I z' I ~a. Owing to (44) s> and the normaliza-

2>Provided all masses are of the same order of magnitude, as we always 
assume. 

3>The integral oftPa1W on the right-hand side of (44) diverges for large 
It\- For us, however, it is important that a relation analogous to (44) is valid 
also when we integrate over a finite domain with dimensions appreciably 
larger than \2JA-fi\- 112• 

tion of C!l (z - z') the non-local character has practically 
no effect on the magnitude of these integrals and its ef
fect completely drops out. The non-local potential can 
thus be replaced by a local one which in the logarithmic 
approximation has the same wave function and energy 
of the ground state. As a result (28) reduces to 

[ ~· +(1+Y,(Q))U(z) ]w(Q,z)=[W(Q)-~.(Q)]'P'(Q,z), (45) 
11 . 

where U(z) R< U~1(z) R< U~1(z). This equation describes a 
free diamagnetic exciton with the square of the charge 
renormalized by a factor 1 + re. The radius of the 
state and its eigenvalue are 

a, 
a(Q) = L,(Q) [ 1 + :r,(Q) ]' W(Q) = l:,(Q) -L,'(Q)Ry[1 +Y,(Q) ]' 

L,(Q)=ln(a~~) )' (46) 

In zeroth order in the Coulomb interaction the energy is 
determined from the equation go 0(K) = 2::e( 0 0(K)) + K in 
agreement with £41 • 

The Coulomb interaction shifts the single-particle 
level downwards relative to this energy. Assuming the 
shift to be small compared to ff: 0(K) we get from (29), 
(42), and (46) 

e(x) == go(x)- B,(x) =- L,'(B,)Ry[1 +Y,(Bo) ]. (47) 

At resonance K = 0 and ff: 0(0) = -(a/2)213w0 and 7'e 
='fa. When K » ('/aa)213w0 the energy E 0(K) decreases 
in absolute magnitude B0(K) R<- w0(aw 0 /2Kt, and :Y"e 
increases, Ye = )'4 a! w0 / E 0(K)\ 312; therefore Ji'e » 1. 
The Coulomb binding energy then increases as I E{K)I 
~ I E 0(K)I-312 ~ K3. The inequality :P' e » 1 means that 
the first diagram in f/1 which is appreciably larger than 
f/0 is decisive. 

The absorption intensity is according to (36) equal to 

n/a(Q) 
9'(Q) ~ 1- a~.j()Q I<I>u'(O) I'II[Q- Bo(x)- e(x) ]. (48) 

According to (42) and (46) the coefficient in front of the 
li-function in (48) is independent of K, i.e., the intensity 
is constant. 

The shallow well approximation is valid when 
a» I21J00(K}r112, i.e., up to Ks such that Bs = E 0(Ks) 
and P''e(Ks) are equal to 

[ (a/4)''•ro, ]''• 
IE.\~ RyL?(B.) RyL,'(B,), 

[ ( a/4)''•roo ] '1• 

:r,(B,)= RyL,'(B,) >1. (49) 

When K > Ks the analysis of the equation with the non
local potential .lt shows that the radius of the state 
a (go 0) ~ 121-LE 0(K}r112, i.e., of the order of the well di
mensions. An estimate of the contribution to the energy 
from r(z, z') through functions of such a radius gives 
:re 'N (0, O) a ( e: 0). Neglecting U~1 and as before estimat
ing the contribution 2:: to be 2::e we get Eq. (29) in the 
form 

aro, I roo I''• x-~r.L,(ff:,)\E,Ryl''•-2 B,(x)+e(x) =0, ~~1, (50) 

and hence 

e(x) =- ~L,(B,) IE,(x)Ry\'1>. (51) 
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FIG. 7 

The exciton binding energy thus decreases as I 8 0 (K)I 112• 

The intensity of the absorption is determined by (48) 
but now a(&'0 ) ~ 0'~112(K). Using (42) we get :J ~ &'~(K), 
i.e., Y decreases rapidly. 

Y is thus large and changes little in the region where 
the binding energy IE (K)I begins to decrease. The K-de
pendence of &', E, and .'Y is illustrated in Fig. 7. 

The criterion for the resolvent in (23) to be expand
able is that the second term in (39) be small compared 
to the first one, i.e., IE (K)I « I&' 0 (K)I. It is always sat
isfied when I &' 0(K)I >I Ssl, and when I 0 0(K)I <I Ssl it 
reduces according to (51) to L~ (it 0 ) Ry « I ;:: 0(K) 1. 

7. INFLUENCE OF FREE PHONONS ON THE 
ABSORPTION SPECTRUM 

When there are free phonons present (either thermal 
or non-equilibrium [171 ) there must appear a new absorp
tion spectrum connected with ExPC. Namely, if the op
tical transition, corresponding to the formation of an 
exciton with n1 = n2 = 0, occurs near a free phonon, an 
Ex PC may appear in the final state. This absorption 
must be shifted to the low-frequency side as compared 
to the exciton band with n 1 = n2 = 0 and its intensity must 
increase in a resonance fashion. [laJ 

The picture of the energy levels of the system is sim
ilar to the one given in Fig. 5. However, the exciton 
binding energies I10 and I00 are different: I10 = I while 
I00 is determined from (30) through replacing a 11 by 
a 00 = )!2 (ln 2 + y). Since I00 > I 10 the intersection of the 
exciton levels occurs at smaller values of We = w10 

than that of the electron levels. 
The intensity of this absorption is in the linear ap

proximation in the phonon occupation number nq deter
mined by the contribution from the diagram of Fig. 8 to 
the two-particle function. The double dashed line indi
cates that part of the phonon Green function which is 
proportional to nq. The corresponding contribution to 
fr (see (10)) is equal to 

- L ly,(q) l'n.(p,j.o/"coo(KQ).o/",,(K + q, Q + Ulo).o/"coo(KQ) lp',). 

(52) 

If the Coulomb interaction is strong and if there are 
in the initial state only phonons of momentum q the ab
sorption intensity is 

n. I '\'to ( q) I' I <Doo'(O) I 'rra-'6 [Q- 0'to(q, x)] 
Y.(Q) ~ . (53) 

[Q-Em,00 (0)J'[ 1+ ~ (Q-Em,"(q-q'))-'1 
q• 

The energy is reckoned from Eg + )!2 (we+ Wh). 

FIG. 8 

We verify that (53) contains a large factor due to 
which the absorption considered can apparently be ob
served experimentally even for low phonon concentra
tions. The absorption (53) per phonon must of course be 
compared with the exciton absorption per elementary 
cell (with volume v) when there are no phonons. At the 
resonance point we = w10 the ratio of their intensities 
is for a phonon with q = 0 approximately equal to 

I v y,(O) I' 
v n- E,,""(O) 

_ 2yZn ( ft) •;, 1 Jc'u 
- bD• M ~-;:;-. 

It is very large (~10 5) due to the last factor. 

(54) 

The cause of the high intensity is the same as for im
purity absorption. [191 However, if the initial phonon dis
tribution is not very steep there must occur, instead of 
a peak, continuous absorption with a threshold corre
sponding to the complex energy with K = 0. Near K'- in 
the immediate vicinity of the threshold 

Y(Q) ~ ~nu' 11•(2LRy)'1YQ ~ Qthr I<Doo'(O) I', (55) 
a e 1•(x). 

where nthr =- I00 - E (K). For smaller K we have 

Y(Q) ~ ~nu•(2LRy)'f, vn- nthr I<Doo 0 (0) I'· (56) 
a f·"(x) 

When !.1 approaches E~0(0), i.e., the purely exciton band, 
the absorption is strongly magnified as compared with 
(55) and (56) because the factor !.1- E~0(0) in (53) de
creases; we assume that nq changes sufficiently slowly. 

When the Coulomb interaction is weak and for qz 
« 1r/a we get from (52) 

Y.(Q) ~ n.lv:o(q) I' 1t ICDoo'(O) I' 6[Q -~"to('!,><)] . (57) 
0,~(x) a 1- iL,/o\1 

The H-dependences in (48) and (57) differ from one an
other by a fast changing factor 0~(K) which also ensures 
the high intensity. 

CONCLUSION 

We summarize some of the results obtained and em
phasize the important restrictions in the theory. 

We considered an exciton in a strong magnetic field 
(we» I) interacting with optical phonons. There is al
ways a single-particle branch in the energy spectrum 
of this system. The region where this branch exists 
can roughly be determined by the condition We < w0• 

This branch ends at some value H = H* of the field and 
the limit point H* corresponds to the decay of the single
particle state into an exciton and a phonon (we assume 
that I >> a 2w0 ). Near the point H* the single-particle 
branch corresponds to a stable complex including an 
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electron, a hole, and an optical phonon. From this it 
is clear that the problem is essentially a three-particle 
one and this entails that one can obtain solutions only in 
limiting cases. 

The presence of pinning is considered to be the most 
characteristic MPR phenomenon in experimental works. 

In the strong Coulomb interaction approximation {Sec. 
5) apart from absorption in the single-particle band the 
above threshold absorption corresponding to the forma
tion of dissociated states of the complex must influence 
the pinning pattern significantly. The pinning pattern 
must to a large extent arise just when one takes into ac
count the progressive approach of the maxima of the 
single-particle and above-threshold absorption as H 
- H* {Fig. 6). An experimental study of the spectral 
distribution of the absorption near threshold is there
fore of interest. 

We emphasize that in the weak Coulomb interaction 
approximation the pinning pattern obtained by us {Sec. 6) 
also significantly differs from the one obtained when the 
Coulomb interaction is ignored. The decisive role is 
here played by the fact that as H - H* the effect of the 
Coulomb interaction is amplified in a resonance fashion. 
The first of the vertices tr1 then acquires a decisive 
value and becomes appreciably larger than tr0 (Fig. 3). 
As a result in a well-defined range of H-values already 
in the pinning region the intensity of the single-particle 
band is constant and after that begins to decrease rap
idly (Fig. 7). The frequency at which pinning is ob
served may thus turn out to be slightly smaller than 
the threshold frequency corresponding to the formation 
of free quasi-particles (an exciton and a phonon). 

At the edge of the purely electron spectrum there 
must be bands corresponding to the formation of ExPC 
with the participation of (equilibrium or non-equilib
rium) lattice phonons and their intensity must be anom
alously high (Sec. 7). 

A comparison of the results about the formation of 
localized vibrations near impurity centers for a reso
nance electron-phonon coupling[201 and those about ElPC 
[3-!il with our results for ExPC shows that in that order 
the magnitude of the electron-phonon interaction effect 
progressively decreases. The reason for this lies in 
the fact that in the first case the electron spectrum is 
discrete, in the second case it depends only on the lon
gitudinal momentum, and in the third case on all three 
components of the momentum. 

All final formulae are obtained in a completely lucid 
form as a result of a rigorous expansion in well-defined 
parameters. This is achieved by making rigid limita
tions: weakness of the coupling, closeness to resonance, 
etc. If we drop the restrictions we can obtain only ap
proximate formulae of the intermediate coupling theory 
type as in the theory of ExPC for H = 0. [211 

At the same time the quantitative accuracy of the final 
formulae when they are applied to real crystals is unfor
tunately apparently small. This is primarily connected 
with the application of the logarithmic approximation L 
>> 1. For instance, for InSb with me = 0.014m0 << mh, 
E 00 = 17 .0, w0 = 22 X 10-3, we get (a0 /2A)2 ~ 4.6 and L 
~ 1.5. For the same crystal with a = 0.015 we get 
(a/2)2/ 3w0 ~ 0.85 x 10-3 eV, I ~ 0.6 x 10-3 eV, i.e., these 
quantities lie close to one another. InSb presents thus 

a case intermediate between strong and weak Coulomb 
coupling. 

All results obtained refer to the low-frequency part 
of the spectrum; going into the high-frequency region re
quires a more thorough investigation of the kernel .;1! 

(Eq. (28)). 
We note in conclusion that there exists yet another 

large parameter for many crystals: the mass ratio 
mh /me. An analysis of our results shows that in both 
limiting cases (Sees. 5 and 6) an increase in this param
eter leads to a magnification of the exciton-phonon inter
action. It is tempting to use this parameter to weaken 
some of the limitations in the theory. 

We are grateful to I. B. Levinson, V. I. Mel'nikov, 
and G. M. Eliashberg for useful discussions. 
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